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**A B S T R A C T**

Combinatorial software testing is regarded as a crucial part when it comes to the software development life cycle. However, it would be impractical to exhaustive test highly configurable software due to limited time as well as resources. Moreover, a combinatorial testing strategy would be to employ input-output-based relations (IORs) due to its benefits versus other forms of testing as it concentrates on program output as well as interactions amongst certain input value parameters. However, there are few studies focused on IOR strategies. Although the IOR strategy has been demonstrated to minimize test suite size because of its inherent properties, size could be decreased by appropriately choosing the “don’t care value” pertaining to the test cases. To achieve a result, this paper demonstrates a unified strategy by considering the new meta-heuristic algorithm known as the adaptive firefly algorithm (AFA) in order to design an IOR strategy. In contrast to the existing work, the adaptive firefly algorithm represents a novel approach to integrate between test cases pertaining to t-way test suite generation by deploying elitism operator in classical firefly algorithm. The optimization algorithm method has been put forward to be adopted along with this strategy. Because of this, AFA is expected to deliver promising results when employing the IOR strategy. As per the experimental results backed by non-parametric statistical analysis, AFA demonstrated to offer competitive performance versus its counterparts. In particular, AFA has been found to achieve and match 68% with regards to the best sizes based on the published benchmark results including 32% new known best sizes. This finding could aid in the area of software testing by reducing the number of test cases pertaining to test execution.

1. Introduction

Software failure is deemed as a dreadful outcome because it could impact the costs associated with software growth. Software testers usually employ dynamic testing to identify if there are any errors in the system under test. Determination of a number of test cases is done to execute a testing activity. Within the path pertaining to the testing activity, a comparison of the real behavior pertaining to the system is done with the expected behavior [1]. All the values pertaining to each of the parameters have to be tested one time at least. It would be inefficient to test the values individually. It also results in an exhaustive parameter-value combination testing [2]. We need more time for exhaustive testing, also we need to run various test cases. As an alternative, combinatorial testing could be used[1-3]. Most of the current methods do not detect errors caused by a set of multi-input parameters like interfaces that involve greater than two parameters [4], [5]. Recently, t-way testing (t denotes an interaction strength), is being widely employed to overcome the issue T-way testing consists of three forms: variable strength, uniform strength, and relations according to input-output. T-way strategies could be employed by either pure computational, algebraic, or optimization algorithm. Much of the study focused on optimization algorithm; however, it covers only strength less than three, variable strength, input/output based interaction, constraints, seeding, and sequence [6]. A major concern of meta-tests by using optimization is including an interaction test suite with the fewest test cases [7]. Even though the majority of current T-strategies are considered essential and very useful, there is no specific strategy or
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optimization algorithm method that suits the needs of input-output relationships [6], [8], [9]. Several optimization methods have employed nature-inspired strategies like Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, Particle Swarm Optimization, Firefly Algorithm, and Ant Colony Optimization. These strategies were designed to obtain optimal, yet efficient results. However, the NP-hard problem is deriving the best test cases. Therefore, not one strategy could be considered the best [6], [9]. These strategies have a proven track record when they can generate optimized test suites pertaining to variable and uniform strength interaction. This method has not yet been explored by the IOR. There is a need for additional investigation on this method in order to reinforce the input-output based relations [10]. For this research, the nature-inspired strategy was used to produce a test suite in IOR as it allowed achieving optimum results. It has been known that this strategy yields encouraging results in terms of variable and uniform strength [10], [11]. A meta-heuristic algorithm named Firefly Algorithm (FA) has been employed in numerous applications as well as industries as it can address combinatorial optimization problems [12], [13]. Certain researchers who are involved in the field of software testing select the algorithm without change regarded to be efficient in producing test data pertaining to structural testing. FA yields competitive results versus Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm with regards to an effective level, average coverage, and average convergence Components [14].

The IOR strategy has been introduced in this paper by combining it with the AFA algorithm, in order to achieve the optimum test suite size. A smaller test suite size is produced by IOR itself versus combinatorial testing. Also, the test suite size could be minimized by choosing the best don’t care values. AFA has been put forward to be combined with the IOR strategy because it could have chosen a test case with better weightage, from the start of the random firefly.

The research is organized in the following sequence: In the second part, the relationships based on inputs and outputs are elucidated comprehensively. The Firefly algorithm is explained in more detail in the third part. In part four, the recommended approach is outlined, and part five provides the summary.

Schroeder P.J. et al. put forward IOR [15]. To manage multiple outputs and input. It is not the same strategy when we compare it to a unified and variable strength. The main variation is we should consider a software tester as the relationship based on input and output of the values of the interaction parameters. It is also considered that the IOR application covers uniform and variable strength [16].

Generally, the tested system parameters are distinguished from one another. Indirectly, the associated input parameters possess various values. Tester assumption was used to apply variable or uniform strength interaction testing instead of actual interaction [17].

This could result in the exclusion of fundamental interactions as well as having irrelevant test cases. It is regarded that IOR can solve this issue. This kind of interaction takes into account just interaction pertaining to input parameter values that may influence the output. This happens since just some of the input interact amongst each other or there is a variation of strength pertaining to each interaction [18]. Even though a combination of every input is not needed in this strategy and possesses a smaller number of combinatorial test, there is an enhancement in the ability to identify any error while also reducing the redundancy of the test suite [18], [19] There are currently several IOR-supporting t-way approaches that use pure computational e.g. Greedy, Union, and Integrated t-Way test Data Generator (ITTDG), Test Vector Generator, Aura, ReqOrder and Para Order. Each strategy possesses its own weakness and strength. With regards to the two experiments carried out by [9], [10] it could be said that the ultimate optimum test suite size is produced by ITTDG and Density while the least favorable result is yielded by Union. A research study in [10], [15] discovered that IOR can decrease the size of the test suite by almost fifty percent. There is a decrease in size since the testing is executed according to program output. There is less interaction required to be run versus full combinatorial testing. The other key reason is due to only one interaction that could encompass many matching values pertaining to input parameters.

For a detailed explanation for the IOR strategy, Program 1 has been employed as a simple. The program1 has been demonstrated in Figure 1. It includes four inputs, A, B, C, and D. Three outputs are yielded by the program: V, W, and X [15]. The output of the function pertaining to V includes inputs A and C, while function output pertaining to W is usually an interaction amongst inputs B, C, and D. The function output pertaining to X covers a combination of input A and D. The general IOR program could be expressed as:

![IOR for program 1](image)

CA IOR test suite symbole is expressed in Equation (1), which is taken from [3].

$$TS= IOR (N, V_1^r, V_2^r, ..., V_n^r, R)$$ (1)

In the equation,
- $TS =$ test suite,
- $MCA =$ mixed covering array,
- $N =$ the final test suite size,
- $t =$ the interaction strength,
- $v =$ the value of parameters,
- $r =$ number of parameters,
- $n =$ the nth parameter or value.

In this case, if we know the input-output relationships (for example through experimentation), then a generation of input-output-based relations t-way test suite could be done accordingly.
To demonstrate, let us consider (f1 and f2) which are system outputs that conform to the following relationships.

- f (1) is a function of the output of parameters, B and C, that is, f1 = f (B, C).
- f (2) is a function of the output of parameters A, C, and D, that is, f2 = f (A, C, D).

Choosing the don’t care value. In this paper work, they don’t care values were wisely chosen by integrating the AFA algorithm into the approach.

2. Mathematical of Fireflies Algorithm (FA)

In [20], the author developed FA which is an optimization-based algorithm, and was based on the Firefly characteristics. There are more than 2000 Firefly species in the world, which show a unique flashing configuration. The Firefly flashing was based on a bioluminescence technique. The Firefly flashes light for attracting a mating partner, warning of the predators, or as a form of communication. As the fireflies are unisexual, any fly gets attracted to light. Furthermore, distance and light intensity are inversely proportional, which indicates that the light absorption decreases with the distance increase between the fireflies. Thus, the real function is optimized for determining the Firefly light intensity. These functions were combined for deriving a novel solution. FA is regulated using 3 parameters, i.e., randomization absorption coefficient, c; attractiveness, b; and parameter, a; as described in Figure 1 [14–17]. FA has been recently developed as a swarm intelligence technique, which was developed in 2008 by Yang. This was a nature-inspired, stochastic, meta-heuristic algorithm, which could be used for solving some difficult optimization problems (or NP-hard problems). As it is a stochastic algorithm, it uses a type of randomization process which searches for a solution set. This algorithm was based on the flashing lights of the fireflies. A heuristic is defined as ‘to find’ or ‘to derive solutions by trial and error’. Thus, there was no assurance that an optimal solution could be derived within a reasonable time period. Also, meta-heuristic indicates a ‘higher level’, wherein the search process applied in the algorithms was based on the trade-off between the local search and randomization. In a FA process, the ‘lower level’ (heuristic) was based on the development of novel solutions in a specific search space and selects the optimal solution for survival. Furthermore, randomization helps the search process avoid all solutions that were trapped in the local optima. This local search also improves the candidate solutions till better improvements were noted. The FA was developed in 2007 by Yang and was a result of the light flashing pattern and attitude of the fireflies. Thus, FA was based on the 3 rules below:

As the fireflies are unisexual, any fly gets attracted to the light, irrespective of its sex.

There is a direct proportional between the attractiveness of a Firefly and the light intensity, which decreases with an increasing distance. Hence, for any flashing fireflies, the one with a lesser light intensity moves in the direction of the brighter Firefly. If there is no brighter Firefly compared to the Firefly, it moves randomly. Firefly flashing brightness is influenced by the nature of the actual function [21, 22].

For an exaggerating problem, the brightness can be directly proportional to the objective function value. As a firefly’s attractiveness is directly proportional to the intensity seen light by neighboring fireflies; the variation of attractiveness β can be now be defined with the distance r by [23]

$$\beta_{ij} = \beta_0 e^{-rry^2}$$  \(2\)
Where: $\beta_0$ was the attractiveness at $r = 0$; whereas the attractiveness, which simulated the movement of a Firefly (i), in the direction of a brighter Firefly (j), is defined as:

$$x_i = x_i + \beta_0 e^{-y^2} (x_j - x_i) + a(rand - 0.5) \tag{3}$$

The 2nd part is because of attraction, while the 3rd part was a randomization term, wherein $\alpha$ was a randomization factor, and $\gamma$ was a vector of some arbitrary numbers derived from the Gaussian distribution or the regular distribution at the time, $t$. If $\beta_0 = 0$, it is considered a simple random move. Otherwise, if $\gamma = 0$, it decreases to a different of particle swarm optimization [24]. The secondary phase of the proposed technique includes the Adaptation with Elitism (AE) as can be seen in Figure 3, which is also employed as a development algorithm[8]. The preferred result obtained by using the FA to assessed the population is accepted to the AE algorithm to give a neighbor solution. If the new solution is better than the existing one, it is approved. If the new solution is not as good as the previous one, the possibility rule is proved, and the new solution is approved if it showed the possibility rule as in Equation 3. Then, the superior solution is gone the FA to give a new population according to the best candidate. During this procedure, the search for the best solution is continuous.

For minimizing the test cases and improving the results, the researchers implemented the FA with the test suite generator.

A random list of some test cases is generated, called the fireflies. Thereafter, all test cases are evaluated for deriving the weightage. Another condition is present wherein the generated test case is added according to all combination pairs coverage in the combination list. It was seen that if a test case covered one combination pair from every combination list, it was believed to include a maximum coverage (i.e., weightage). Thereafter, it is added to the final test suite. On the other hand, if it did not include the maximum coverage, it is added to the memory of the fireflies, wherein their memory (population) is filled with the candidate fireflies (i.e., test cases). These test cases undergo an improvisation process, for deriving a better value of the intensity, which indicates the test case weightage. It was seen that if these improvised selected test cases showed a better weightage value, the primary test case is replaced by the improvised test case. Furthermore, when this process reached a maximal generation, the test case showing the maximal weightage amongst the fireflies was added to the test suite.

3. The Proposal Approach

For archiving, the performance Input-Output Based on Relations using adaptive firefly algorithm this paper is proposed adaptive firefly to minimum test cast.

3.1. Implementation of Test Case Generation

For minimizing the test cases and improving the results, the researchers implemented the FA with the test suite generator.

A random list of some test cases is generated, called the fireflies. Thereafter, all test cases are evaluated for deriving the weightage. Another condition is present wherein the generated test case is added according to all combination pairs coverage in the combination list. It was seen that if a test case covered one combination pair from every combination list, it was believed to include a maximum coverage (i.e., weightage). Thereafter, it is added to the final test suite. On the other hand, if it did not include the maximum coverage, it is added to the memory of the fireflies, wherein their memory (population) is filled with the candidate fireflies (i.e., test cases). These test cases undergo an improvisation process, for deriving a better value of the intensity, which indicates the test case weightage. It was seen that if these improvised selected test cases showed a better weightage value, the primary test case is replaced by the improvised test case. Furthermore, when this process reached a maximal generation, the test case showing the maximal weightage amongst the fireflies was added to the test suite.

3.2. Adapt Firefly Algorithm Process

In this research study, we have used the AFA algorithm due to its ability to choose the best test case with better weightage from the start of the tour. However, there are certain changes required to outfit this subject. In such a case, the input/output based relations become the subject matter, while the algorithm is adjusted to variable strength interaction. This is due to the fact that IOR includes a range of strengths. The algorithm can be employed even if the strength is alike for each function output. The key priority here is that IOR needs to support the limitations. The interaction amongst the values pertaining to the input parameters also has an impact on the program output. Thus, the put forward strategy overlooks the unrelated values.

For the IOR strategy, Section II needs to be revisited. The strategy only stresses on the interactions amongst input that generate the function output. All of the interaction input, as well as its function output, is categorized under SUT’s requirements and not merely as the assumption of the tester. Processing of the produced function outputs is done to acquire interaction test cases by accounting for the IOR strategy.

A flow chart that represents how the AFA technique is employed in the scheme, is displayed in Figure 3. The IOR interaction test cases list is required to be produced. This list includes the test cases which are uncovered. It functions as the input for the AFA module. The AFA module begins with the initialization of the pheromone trail.

A constant value for the pheromone and a heuristic value is set. After that, every ant begins formulating solutions by exploiting or exploring the edges of every factor. The edges represent every parameter’s value. The ant revises its local pheromone corresponding to the selected edge. This procedure goes on until all the fireflies finish the shifting of the parameters. Here, a fitness function is employed to search for the most optimal test. Only the most optimal test case which has a better weightage
than others can update the value of the global pheromone. The
most optimal test is put in the final test set and is discarded from
the uncovered IOR interactions list. These activities are continued
until the entire set is finished.

Some concerns to be regarded in the implementation of the
IOR scheme combined with AFA are Combinatorial interaction –
that the interaction of the input factor values of SUT is set. The
one who is testing must take into account each of the function
outputs as well as their corresponding input parameter value
interaction.

Heuristic value – this heuristic value is needed to help in
searching for a good quality solution in the metaheuristic
technique and can become accustomed to any situation of the
optimization.

In the AFA technique, a constant value of the pheromone and
the heuristic value is computed during Pheromone Trail
Initialization. In this recommended scheme, a heuristic is crucial
to ensure that the ants start their exploitation or exploration with
consistent information instead of random preliminary values
which can possibly end up causing a bad edge selection. The value
may perhaps help in decreasing the duration of time required in
producing the test cases.

The heuristic value represents the number of interactions from
one node (i) to the next node (j) over the interactions summation
involved by node i. The formula for the heuristic value given in
[11] can be applied with an adjustment to be appropriate for the
IOR scheme. The formula is:

$$\eta_{i,j}(t) = \frac{\text{IOR}_{i,j}(t)+1}{\max_{e \in G} \text{IOR}_{i,j}(t)+1}$$

(4)

IOR{i,j}(t) is a summation of IOR interactions between
parameters i and j. G is the set of parameters and its edges.

Fitness function – it represents the amount of interactions
which are covered by the current and not by the previous test.
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Figure 3: Input-Output Based on Relations using adaptive firefly algorithm
In the case of the IOR scheme, the highest fitness function is the amount of the programmer outputs of the SUT. The formula that follows is employed to compute the amount of the fitness functions, \( f(t) \):

\[
f(t) = \sum_{p=0}^{\text{program output}} W_p
\]  

(5)

Where \( (W_p) \) represents the IOR interactions that are remain uncovered by the previous test but gets covered by the test \( t_i \).

AFA summary is represented by the shaded box in Figure 3: The technique adds the most optimum test case into the last test set, and after that, the covered interaction components are discarded from the list of the interactions. Further, the interaction components are examined. Once each of the interaction components is covered (that is, the list of the interactions is empty), the end of the iteration; otherwise, there is a repetition of the search procedure. The firefly procedure for the t-way examination is explained in more detail as follows:

1. Every test case is one firefly; every test case contains a list of the uncovered tuples (light intensity).
2. Compute the weight in every test case (list of uncovered tuples) using the value of the interaction components.
3. Apply the Firefly scheme randomly at the in-depth test set, beginning with an arbitrary position to compute the fitness function (value). If the existing firefly value is higher, then the preceding firefly does not move and keeps its current position (value), and moves with the other fireflies.
4. Generate the population of firefly: A random list of some test cases is generated, called the fireflies.
5. Move firefly to brighter one: These test cases undergo an improvisation process, for deriving a better value of the intensity, which indicates the test case weightage. It was seen that if these improvised selected test cases showed a better weightage value, the primary test case is replaced by the improvised test case.
6. Calculate the attractiveness and distance for each firefly: if a test case covered one combination pair from every combination list, it was believed to include a maximum coverage (i.e., weightage).
7. To improvisation-based dynamic elitism.
8. Adaptive elitism with dynamic property selection based on the local population and global population to obtain the best values for every test cases.
9. If the dynamic property is greater than the random it will get the global population and check for the length of FA by iteration for the new Wight (gbest). It will put the best test cases inside the memory else it will get the local population.
10. Carry out the operation of elitism for enhancing the local and universal population by using the steps given below:
11. If the random is less than or equal to the probability [0,1] to find several elite flies.
12. Then it will do iteration for maximum to check the new weight. As it gets the best weight for (test cases).
13. Added the memory for the final test suit until stop the iteration. In the proposed self-adaptive Firefly with elitism test list generation strategy, the poor solutions will be replaced by the new solutions based on local population or global population dynamically.

The integration of the FA technique with an Elitism technique is done to achieve a balance between exploitation and exploration to make sure that there is an effective convergence as well as an ideal solution.

It is used as a development technique as well because of the best outcome by using FA after the optimum solution is calculated. They adopted the Elitism to create a nearby solution, and in case the new solution is improved in comparison to the existing solution, then it is agreed.

4. Benchmarking and Discussion

Two experiments published in [10],[25] are conducted to evaluate the performance of AFA in IOR. The capability of the size of the T-way IOR generation optimal test set inspires the experts to investigate further in this field. Several schemes that are in support of IOR are proposed in the literature, as cited in the “related work” part of section 2. In this part, we standardize the results with nine other schemes, i.e. Union [7], Greedy [10], the Generator of Test Vector, IITDG (Integrated T-Way Test Data Generator) [13], Para Order and, ReqOrder [18], AURA [26], Density [14], TVG (Test Vector Generator) [27], CTJ (Jaya algorithm) [25].

Nonetheless, these approaches use the computational search method, and the metaheuristic search method was not used. This study implements AFA on the sizes of the IOR test set. Moreover, two experiments published in [10] are conducted to evaluate the performance of AFA in IOR.

Furthermore, the input-output relationship (R) in the tests begins with the first 10 requested interactions, and then the subsequent 10 interactions are added every time until there are 100 interactions.

where R=[{1,2,7,8},{0,1,2,9},{4,5,7,8},{0,1,3,9},{0,3,8},{6,7,8},{4,9},{1,3,4},{0,2,6,7},{4,6},{2,3,4,8},{2,3,5},{5,6},{0,6,8},{8,9},{0,5},{1,3,5,9},{1,6,7,9},{0,4},{0,2,3},{1,3,6,9},{2,4,7,8},{0,2,6,9},{0,1,7,8},{0,3,7,9},{3,4,7,8},{1,5,7,9},{1,3,6,8},{1,2,5},{3,4,5,7},{0,2,7,9},{1,2,3},{1,2,6},{2,5,9},{3,6,7},{1,2,4,7},{2,5,8},{0,1,6,7},{3,5,8},{0,1,2,8},{2,3,9},{1,5,8},{1,3,5,7},{0,1,2,7},{2,4,5,7},{1,4,5},{0,1,7,9},{0,1,3,6},{1,4,8},{3,5,7,9},{0,6,7,9},{2,6,7,9},{2,6,8},{2,3,6},{1,3,7,9},{2,3,7},{0,2,7,8},{0,1,6,9},{1,3,7,8},{0,1,3,7},{1,4},{0,9,3},{3,7,9},{0,6,8,4},{3,5},{1,2,8,9},{0,6},{0,3,7},{2,4},{7,8,9},{3,7,6},{3,8,9},{2,5,6,9},{4,7,9},{5,8},{4,6,7,9},{6,9},{6,7},{3,4,7},{4,8},{0,9},{0,2,6},{1,4,8,9},{7,8},{5,8,9},{3,6,7,9},{4,8,9},{2,4,6,9},{4,8,9},{3,5,9},{0,4,9},{0,6,8,9},{4,5,8},{2,5},{3,5,6,8},{2,4,7},{4,5,6,7},{5,7,9},{3,5,8,9},{2,9}].

The results of test size are listed in tables 2 and 3. The proposed AFA Results are compared with the results of previous IOR based strategies. It is worth to mention that the previous studies are implemented with R values from 10 to 60 except the ITTGG which is executed up to 100. In this work, the AFA is implemented from R = 10 to 100. The shaded cells refer to the minimum values of the test suite size of the different strategies and configurations.

Comparison between the test suite size results of the proposed
AFA and previous strategies at different IOR (N, 3^{10}, R).

As it is shown in Table 2, the AFA performed better than the other methods in obtaining the optimal solutions. The AFA obtained optimal solution in the nine strategies instance: Density, Tvg, Reqorder Union Greedy, ITTDG, Aura, CTJ in addition to obtaining over 95% accuracy in the remaining instance.

Comparison between the test suite size results of the proposed AFA and previous strategies at different IOR (N, 2^3 3^3 4^3 5^1, R).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>TVG</th>
<th>Req Order</th>
<th>Para Order</th>
<th>Union</th>
<th>Greedy</th>
<th>ITTDG</th>
<th>AURA</th>
<th>CTJ</th>
<th>AFA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>1599</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2057</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>2635</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>3257</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of Size Generated by Different Strategies for IOR (N, 2^3 3^3 4^3 5^1, Rel).
The proposed AFA method gives the most optimal size of the test set among all schemes with the exception of R=10, for which the optimum size of the test set is given by ITTDG. In this case, nonetheless, AFA still provides the second-best optimal size of the test set.

Table-2 displays that the worst working is of the Union scheme for all the cases.

In view of the outcomes given in Table 3, the recommended AFA scheme gives the best size of the test set among all the schemes excepting of R=10, where, out of 9, 6 schemes produce an equivalent optimum size of the test set. Apart from AFA, the other schemes are TVG, AURA, ParaOrder, ITTDG and Density. Moreover, the optimum size of the test set is generated by ITTDG, and AFA at R=20. The Union scheme, among all the schemes, has the worst working in all the cases, same as that given in Table 2.

5. T-way Result Statistically Analysis

The statistical analysis is performed using the Friedman [28], and Wilcoxon [29] signed-rank test with Bonferroni-holm correction (\(\alpha_{holm}\)) at 95% confident level (i.e, \(\alpha=0.005\)). In this section, the statistical analysis is divided into two subsections. The First sub sections consider the result of the t-way strength benchmarking while the second subsections consider the results of the mixed-strength benchmarking. The strategies with N/A and N/S results are considered incomplete and ignore samples as there is no available result for the specified test configuration.

The statistics for Friedman test and Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used between AFA and each strategy and it is presented in Tables 4-5, through 2 and tables 6-7 through 3 with the confidence of 95% level (i.e, \(\alpha=0.05\)). As the tables show the Post-hoc Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Tests give negative ranks (i.e. a number of cases that AFA unable to outperform another strategy), and positive ranks (i.e. number of cases that AFA is better than another strategy), along with ties. The column is labeled Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) shows p-value probability: if p-value less than 0.005, as recommended in [30]. For the statistical significance, all the AFA (Size) results are based on 10 executions. The test is performed using an SPSS software tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Friedman</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree of freedom = 9, (\alpha=0.05)</td>
<td>0.00 &lt;0.05 (i.e p-value &lt;(\alpha)). Therefore, reject (H_0) and proceed to the post-hoc test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friedman statistic (p-vaie) = 0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square vale (\left(\chi^2\right)) = 45.255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Pair comparison</th>
<th>Ranks</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Asymp. Sig.(2-tailed)</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density - AFA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>Reject the null hypothesis (H_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVG - AFA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>Reject the null hypothesis (H_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req Order- AFA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>Reject the null hypothesis (H_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para Order- AFA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>Reject the null hypothesis (H_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union - AFA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>Reject the null hypothesis (H_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy - AFA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>Reject the null hypothesis (H_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITTDG - AFA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>Reject the null hypothesis (H_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURA - AFA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>Reject the null hypothesis (H_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTJ - AFA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>Reject the null hypothesis (H_0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(courtesy: IBM SPSS version 26)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Friedman</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree of freedom = 9, (\alpha=0.05)</td>
<td>0.000 &lt;0.05 (i.e p-value &lt;(\alpha)). Thus, reject (H_0) and proceed to the post-hoc test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friedman statistic (p-vaie) = 0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square vale (\left(\chi^2\right)) = 50.074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Conclusion

The Input-Output Relation strategy is an excellent strategy for interaction testing. It is due to the fact that it is capable of dealing with the original input as well as programmer output causing the reduction in the size of the test set because of ignoring any interaction with the separate parameters of the input value. Thus, the recommended AFA is used to optimize IOR strategy to obtain an optimum size of the test set. Few elements are required to be examined so that they can match with the IOR and AFA schemes. The components are heuristic value, the number of a firefly, combinatorial interactions, and fitness functions. The strategy is assessed and compared with other strategies for optimization. Moreover, the statistical examination shows 49% statistical importance according to the compression of the pier of Wilcoxon signed-rank (as shown in Tables 5-7). Thus, this research summary that AFA is a helpful strategy for producing a t-way test set. The results demonstrated that the AFA scheme is an improvement over the traditional algorithm (FA) and other similar algorithms due to the enhancement of the diversity of its population by the elitism operators. In the view of AFA’s promising performance, it is proposed that other limitations of FA, like the weak examinations in high-dimensional.
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